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WSF 2016 
Concept Note 

(Working Paper) !!
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MONTREAL WSF 2016 COLLECTIVE

“We have an enormous obligation toward future generations—to give them a better world. A world where the 
rights of each individual are respected. A world that is based on past aspirations for a good life. A world that 

allows each individual to develop all of their potential. 
This world is certainly possible. 

Thanks to initiatives like the World Social Forum, this world will become reality.”!
Nelson Mandela, WSF-Mumbai 2004.  
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What is the World Social Forum? 
The World Social Forum (WSF) is the largest gathering of civil society that seeks solutions to today’s problems. 
Created in Brazil in 2001, at each edition the WSF gathers several tens of thousands of participants for more than 
a thousand activities (workshops, conferences, artistic performances...) supporting diverse themes (social 
development, solidarity economics, environment, human rights, democratization...).  

The WSF in Montreal 
Supported by more than 150 organizations from Quebec, Canadian, and 
worldwide civil society (Appendix 1), Montreal’s application to host the WSF 2016 
was officially accepted by the International Council of the WSF during the last 
Forum which was held in Tunisia in March 2015. 
The objective of the WSF 2016 is to gather between 50 and 80,000 people in 
downtown Montreal between August 9-14 2016, including representatives of 5,000 
organizations from local and worldwide civil society, to participate in more than 
1,500 self-managed activities, with opening and closing marches, a youth 
encampment, and a vast cultural programming. It is estimated that 80% of 
participants in the WSF 2016 will come from Quebec, 10% from adjacent regions 
(the rest of Canada, the United States), and 10% from the rest of the world. 

Innovation 2016 
The WSF 2016 will make a mark on history as the first event of its kind to take 
place in a Northern country. Indeed, since its invention in Porto Alegre, the WSF 
has only taken place in Southern countries (Latin America, Asia, Africa). But there 
are innumerable alternatives flourishing locally in the four corners of the world that 
can build united communities which are respectful of human beings and the limits 
of the planet. The challenge consists of gathering these actors of change beyond the Northern-Southern divide, 

a l lowing them to exchange, 
circulate their messages and their 
actions, and to create a positive 
dynamic change. Think globally and 
act locally.  
The Montreal WSF 2016 aims to 
encourage the convergence of 
solutions, energies, and humans 
with the intention of building a new 
world. 

Unity makes strength. !!
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NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE WSF
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ANOTHER WORLD IS NECESSARY,  
TOGETHER IT BECOMES POSSIBLE! 

The WSFs in the world

2001 Porto Alegre (Brazil)

2002 Porto Alegre (Brazil)

2003 Porto Alegre (Brazil)

2004 Mumbai (India)

2005 Porto Alegre (Brazil)

2006
Bamako (Mali), Caracas 
(Venezuela) et 
Karachi (Pakistan)

2007 Nairobi (Kenya)

2009 Belem (Brazil)

2011 Dakar (Sénégal)

2013 Tunis (Tunisia)

2015 Tunis (Tunisia)

2016 Montreal (QC-Canada)
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1 General Objective: 

Organize the first World Social Forum to take 
place in a Northern country, in Montreal (Canada) 
from the 9th to the 14th of August 2016. 


3 Quantitative Objectives: 

1. Gather between 50,000 and 80,000 participants 

2. Reunite 5,000 organizations from local and 
worldwide civil society


3. Organize 1,500 activities !!!!

6 Qualitative Objectives : 

1.	 Encourage an inclusive and mobilizing societal 
discourse on proposals for tomorrow’s world;


2.	 Inspire citizen and organizational participation;


3.	 Share initiatives and alternative projects;


4.	 Stimulate convergence and construction of 
common actions;


5.	 Promote sustainable, united, just, egalitarian, 
and harmonious social development in 
Quebec/Canada and the rest of the world;


6.	 Demand freedom of movement of populations 
by denouncing the obsession with security and 
restrictive visa granting policies.
!

!!!

OUR	  STRATEGIC	  PLANNING	  OBJECTIVES
Operational	  Objectives	  (CT) Event	  Objectives	  (MT) Process	  Objectives	  (LT)

1.	  Welcome	  80,000	  participants	  and	  
5,000	  organizations	  for	  1,500	  self-‐

managed	  activities

1.	  Promote	  the	  active	  participation	  of	  
the	  largest	  possible	  number	  of	  
individuals	  and	  organizations

1.	  Facilitate	  the	  convergence	  of	  all	  the	  
components	  of	  civil	  society

2.	  Facilitate	  logistics	  for	  participants 2.	  Allow	  participants	  to	  fulDill	  
themselves,	  share	  their	  skills,	  deepen	  
their	  reDlections,	  network,	  and	  become	  

engaged	  in	  collective	  actions

2.	  Promote	  interlinking	  of	  local	  
struggles

3.	  Support	  accessibility	  (physical	  and	  
remote)	  for	  the	  largest	  possible	  

number	  of	  participants

3.	  Inspire	  exchange,	  dialogue,	  and	  the	  
construction	  of	  common	  actions	  
between	  the	  diverse	  participating	  

organizations

3.	  Establish	  a	  dialogue	  between	  
emerging	  social	  movements	  and	  the	  

alter-‐globalization	  movement

4.	  Give	  a	  bigger	  media	  visibility	  to	  social	  
issues

4.	  Learn	  from	  the	  examples	  of	  the	  
South’s	  struggles	  and	  beneDit	  from	  their	  

transformative	  energy

4.	  Encourage	  the	  emergence	  of	  
conscious	  and	  engaged	  citizens

5.	  Propose	  unifying	  thematic	  links	  
supported	  by	  an	  innovative	  

methodology

5.	  Show	  the	  evidence	  of	  social	  and	  
environmental	  inequalities	  and	  

promote	  the	  expression	  of	  diversity

5.	  Construct	  alternatives	  to	  the	  
neoliberal	  model

6.	  Organize	  an	  eco-‐friendly	  event 6.	  Fight	  against	  apathy	  and	  promote	  
collective	  action	  by	  practical	  
involvement	  in	  a	  united	  project

6.	  Strengthen	  the	  process	  of	  Social	  
Forums	  in	  time

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT

WSF 2016 OBJECTIVES 
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Context, principals and objectives : 
We must take advantage of the opportunity to organize the first WSF in the North by instilling innovation in 
methodology while being aligned with the WSF process and being inspired by the progress of the WSF 2013 and 
2015 editions in Tunis. This comes in particular through the desire to bring the WSF process closer to emerging 
movements by integrating new participative practices. 

We must also take into account the circumstances of North America, where the general public is unfamiliar with 
the spirit of social forums, particularly concerning the participant mobilization strategy but also with communication 
with the media. 

Finally, we wanted to build our methodological proposal while taking into account the experience acquired and 
aiming to improve and further reflect on the process of social forums in response to criticisms often addressed to 
the WSF.  

It is in this sense that we have identified 3 principles that lie at the basis of this proposal and aim to anchor the 
WSF process over time: 

1. Beyond the 2016 event, the WSF is an open process whose function is to facilitate the meeting and 
collaboration of organizations and individuals around the world who are working to build another world; 

2. Beyond the exchanges and discussions, participation in the WSF is a chance for all social transformation 
actors to develop or strengthen common sustainable actions and to disseminate sources of inspiration; 

3. Beyond the time of assembly, the WSF event allows for the creation of a strong symbolic space which 
materializes in an original occupation of spaces that gives visibility to practices heralding other possible worlds. 

!
To comply with these three principle, we have set 10 objectives to our methodological framework: 

!
!
!
!

1. P r o m o t e c o n v e r g e n c e s b e t w e e n 
organizations

6. Set up the paths to awareness and engagement

2. Encourage citizen engagement 7. Use art as an awareness tool and a vector of 
social change

3. Link and action 8. Encourage the decolonization of the mind

4. Make the alternatives visible 9. Make participation accessible to all those who 
wish to take part

5. Give meaning to the World Social Territory 10. promote results of 2016 event in WSF process

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT

WSF 2016 PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK
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Type of activities: 
-Creative activity and manifestive opening march (August 9): The opening march is an emblematic moment 
of the WSF, gathering the grand majority of individuals and organizations who participate in it. It will be preceded 
by a period where creativity and networking will be encouraged to promote its “mani-festive” aspect.  

-Grand opening event (August 9): This is the founding gathering moment of the WSF 2016. It will be artistic, 
immersive, and participative, promoting the convergence and visibility of different social struggles and encounters 
between participants responsive to same issues. 

-Self-managed activities (August 10, 11, and 12): These are all the activities proposed by the participants 
themselves through the WSF 2016 website, which constitute the main part of the event’s programming. Spread 
across three days and during two timeslots (9-11:30am and 1-3:30pm), we will have the possibility to hold 200 
simultaneous activities in classrooms. Furthermore, we plan to have an evening timeslot (8:30pm-1am) during 
these three days to organize cultural activities in different partner spaces. A cultural day program is also expected 
(engaged documentary festival, exhibitions, outdoors concerts, etc.). 

-Action Convergence Assemblies (August 10, 11, and 12): Proposed by the participating organizations, these 
assemblies aim to allow different actors who work with similar themes to gather in order to combine their analyses, 
to identify existing or emerging initiatives, create alliances, and eventually advance toward writing joint declarations 
supported by shared action plans. 

To encourage dialogue, a convergence assembly must be proposed by at least 5 organizations coming from 2 
continents. Spreading over 3 days (August 10, 11, and 12) and during one timeslot (4-6pm), we will have the 
possibility of holding about 45 simultaneous assemblies. A single assembly may continue for several days. 

-Grand Conferences (August 10, 11, and 12): Planned and organized by the Programming WG along with the 
different partners of the WSF 2016, these conferences aim to gather, under the form of roundtables/thematic 
panels, renowned local and international experts who will raise awareness among the general public of the 
struggles of the hour. These grand conferences will facilitate the work of communication and mobilization around 

TYPES OF SELF-MANAGED ACTIVITIES
Conference Activity during which a single person shares their knowledge with their audience. A period 

of discussion generally follows the presentation.
Panel/

Roundtable
Activity during which several people share their knowledge in succession with the audience. 
A period of discussion generally follows the presentations.  

Discussion 
Workshop

Interactive session of exchange and discussion on themes determined in advance by the 
activity facilitators. Those workshops can include artistic and cultural components.

Working Group Interaction session of collective work oriented toward specific objectives and generally 
facilitated using participative methodologies. 

Artistic 
Performance/

Creative 
Activity

Activity during which an artist or artists’ collective present a performance or their creations 
to the public to give meaning to space and encourage questioning, inspiration, and activity.

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT

WSF 2016 PROGRAMMING STRUCTURE PROPOSAL
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the WSF 2016. Spreading over 3 days and during one timeslot (6-7:30pm), in order to not interrupt the self-
managed activities or assemblies, we will have the possibility of holding 5 grand conferences simultaneously. 

-The Agora of Initiatives for Another World (August 13): This day-long (9am-5pm) rallying event aims to 
present all the results of the Action Convergence Assemblies to the general public at the place of festivals, in order 
to pool the proposals, declarations, and action schedules, and to encourage WSF participants’ involvement in the 
initiatives issued from the WSF 2016. This agora will provide a panoply of engagement opportunities for the 
general public. 

-World Social Creativity Event (August 13): This event will be organized at night (7-11pm) in a Montreal 
neighborhood to show participants the diverse constituency of the city. It will consist of a show and several 
activities inviting creativity. 

-Back to the future (August 14): Closing moment, in a symbolic space, which will allow a festive, convivial, and 
creative way of gathering the spirit and the energy of the WSF 2016, and to do a transition toward day 1 post-
WSF 2016. Day of august 14th will then symbolize the launching of the followup phase of 2016 forum, focused on 
consolidation of initiatives and documentation of activities. A time for encounters will be available in the morning in 
order to facilitate those exchanges. 

-A dozen Thematic Villages spread across different exterior sites in the city (squares, parks, streets) over 5 days 
(August 10th-14th), with a series of activities highlighting the change initiatives and innovative proposals 
(exhibitions, screenings, artistic performances, conferences, workshops, promotional kiosks, etc.). This will fill 
downtown to make a showcase of concrete initiatives for another world (equitable commerce fair, climate village, 
children’s forum, peace village, united social economy village, regional village, etc.). 

-Expansion: The forum activities will not only take place in Montreal, but also in all the countries and regions of 
the world where people would like to prepare activities linked to the forums’ process; this will be the spread out 
forum which will be integrated in the general programming of the WSF and accessibly by internet. Whenever 
possible, volunteer teams will facilitate "distance participation via the internet" in the activities held in Montreal or 
elsewhere in the world. 

!

!
!
!

PLANNED NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES

1200 Self-managed activities in classrooms

300 Cultural Activities and Artistic Performances

135 Convergence Assemblies

15 Grands conferences

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT
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WSF 2016 CALENDAR PROPOSAL

MONDAY 

AUGUST 8


J.0

TUESDAY 

AUGUST 9


J.1

WEDNESDAY

AUGUST 10


J.2

THURSDAY

AUGUST 11


J.3

FRIDAY

AUGUST 12


J.4

SATURDAY

AUGUST 13


J.5

SUNDAY 

AUGUST 14


J.6

9am-6pm:

Urban 

planning 
assembly


-

Registration


-

Installation of 

the Inter-
continental 

Youth Camp

9am-6pm : 
registration

9-11:30am :

Self-

managed 
workshops

9-11:30am :

Self-

managed 
workshops

9-11:30am :

Self-

managed 
workshops

9-11:30am :

Agora of 

initiatives for 
Another 
World

9-11:30am :

Initiatives 

strengthening 
meeting 

11h30am-1pm : 

Lunch break

2-4pm :

Creative 
Activity

1-3:30pm :

Self-

managed 
workshops

1-3:30pm :

Self-

managed 
workshops

1-3:30pm :

Self-

managed 
workshops

1-5pm :

Agora of 

initiatives for 
Another 
World

1-6pm :

Back to the 

Future

4-6pm :

Manifestive


Opening 
March

3:30–4pm :

Break

4-6pm :

Action  

Convergence 
Assemblies

4-6pm :

Action  

Convergence 
Assemblies

4-6pm :

Action  

Convergence 
Assemblies

6-11pm :

Grand 

Opening 
Event

6-7:30pm :

Grand 

Conferences

6-7:30pm :

Grand 

Conferences

6-7:30pm :

Grand 

Conferences

7:30-8:30pm :

Lunch break 7-11pm : 


World Social 
Creativity 

Event
8:30pm-1am :


Cultural Programming

9pm-1am :

Volunteer 

Party

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT

WSF 2016 CALENDAR 
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The WSF will take place in downtown Montreal, on a World Social Territory (WST) which is spread along 3 
kilometers and structured around three hubs: UQAM, McGill, and the CEGEP of Vieux-Montréal. The heart of the 
WST will be located in the Quartier des spectacles.The WST will include several “village themes” in urban areas, 
which will host different kinds of activities (exhibitions, projections, artistic performances, conferences, workshops, 
promotional kiosks…). 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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WORLD SOCIAL TERRITORY 2016 MAP
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WSF 2016 EXPENSES $ Services
GENERAL COORDINATION
Human Resources (permanence: salaries/11 employees + social expenses $588,088 

Professional Fees (external services: accounting, legal and technological services) $55,000  $5,000 

Functioning Costs (administration, rent, representation) $72,750 $30,000 

GENERAL COORDINATION TOTAL $715,838  $35,000 

WORLD SOCIAL TERRITORY
General Programming $25,000 

General logistics (security, maintenance, emergency care, waste management, 
communication, material production)

$163,000  $7,000

Social Forum spread (location of rooms + technical services) $12,000  $20,000 

Self-programmed Social Forum – Universities (Location of rooms + technical services) $47, 500 $200,000 

Self-programmed Social Forum – Exterior Places (terrain, external organization and technical 
services)

$115,000 $90,000 

Youth Encampment (terrain, sanitary installations, transport) $20,000 $40,000 

WSF Cabaret (Location of rooms + technical services) $24,000  $22,000 

Other spaces or activities (WS children, forum, manifest march, thematic activities) $44,000  $10,000 

WORLD SOCIAL TERRITORY TOTAL $450,500 $389,000 

SERVICES TO PARTICIPANTS
Welcome and on-site services (food, transport, translation, security, welcome) $90,000  $200,000 

Services before the WSF 2016 (visas, translation, connected lodgings, carpooling) $55,000  $25,000 

Registration services (Registration system, transaction costs) $35,000 

Promotional material (WSF 2016 t-shirts $50,000 

Eco-friendliness of the event (greenhouse gas compensation of participants and organizations) $60,000 

SERVICES TO PARTICIPANTS TOTAL $290,000  $225,000

MOBILIZATION
(Regional caravans, representation and promotion) $45,000  $20,000 

MOBILIZATION TOTAL $45,000 $20,000 

COMMUNICATION
(Graphic tools, website, video capsules, publicity, circulation lists, press) $127,500  $215,000 

COMMUNICATION TOTAL $127,500 $215,000

WSF 2016 EXPENSES !
$1,628,838

!
$884,000

Unforeseen circumstances (10%) $162,883 

WSF 2016 TOTAL EXPENSES $1,791,721 $884,000

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL ($+agreement of services) $2,675,721

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT

WSF 2016 BUDGET OVERVIEW: EXPENSES
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WSF 2016 REVENUE $ objectifs de financement
SOLIDARITY AND SPONSORSHIP SUPPORT
Major Partners $150,000 3 major partners at $50,000

Grand Partners $80,000 4 grand partners at  $20,000

Official Partners $37,500 5 official partners at $7,500

Solidarity Collaborators $20,000 All financial contributions of $5,000 and less

Sub-total $287,500

GRANTS 
Employment grant $85,000 Quebec employment and Canada state employment

Governments programs $250,000 Governmental authority contributions

Foundations $75,000 Various programs

Sub-total $410,000

CROWDFUNDING
Crowdfunding campaign $10,000  2015 Campaign

Sub-total $10,000

SELF-GENERATED REVENUE
Regular registration $800,000 20,000 registrations at $40

Pre-registration $100,000 5,000 registrations at $20

Solidarity registration (weak revenue) $50,000 5,000 registrations at $10

Fundraising events $10,000 Profit show 2015

Kiosk rentals $50,000 200 kiosks at $250

Sale of derivative products $75,000 Objects and products in the WSF colors

Sub-total $1,085,000

WSF REVENUE GRAND-TOTAL $1,792,500

STATE OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES WSF 2016

REVENUE ($) $1,792,500

EXPENSES ($) $1,791,721

SURPLUS $779

CONTRIBUTION IN SERVICES $884,000

AUGUST 2015WORKING DOCUMENT

WSF 2016 BUDGET OVERVIEW: REVENUE AND BALANCE 
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Legal Constitution 
The “Montreal WSF 2016 Collective” was created as a legal entity February 20th, 2014 (NPO, NE: 1169855443) 
with the aim of facilitating the administrative and financial management of the WSF 2016. Its Board of Directors is 
formed of 9 people chosen by diversity of profiles and required skills, particularly at the administrative, accounting, 
and legal levels (list in Appendix 2).  

Organizational Structure 
In order to achieve our objectives by combining effectiveness and adherence to our values of openness, inclusion, 
and participation, we have put in place several teams aiming to ensure the full realization of the WSF 2016. These 
groups include an Open Assembly, a Collective of Facilitation, and 8 Working Groups. The functions of these 
teams and their reports are stated in the Constitutive Charter of the Montreal World Social Forum 2016, which was 
adopted by the Founding Assembly March 14, 2015. 
a.	 Open Assembly 
The Open Assembly gathers together those involved in the organizational process of the WSF 2016, whether 
through the Facilitation Collective, Working Groups, or organization of activities in the framework of the WSF 2016 
programming, as well as representatives of organizations who support the process. 
b.	 The Facilitation Collective 
The Facilitation Collective assures communication and coordination between the different teams in the 
organizational process of the WSF 2016, it ensures the respect of the planning of the organizational process and 
of the deadlines in view of the event’s success. It also ensures respect of the WSF 2016 Charter. 
c.	 The Working Groups (WGs) 
The Working Groups are teams aiming to operationalize the organizational process of the WSF 2016. They are 
divided into 8 specific tasks. They have a general organization mandate for the event. Those responsible for each 
Working Group sit in on the Facilitation Collective in order to coordinate their actions. More than 80 people are 
currently involved in the different WGs. !

!
!!

!!!!
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  Facilitation Collective

Open Assembly

WSF 2016 NPO

Welcome WG

accueil@fsm2016.org


Programming WG

programmation@fsm2016.org


Logistics WG

logistique@fsm2016.org


Services to Participants WG

services@fsm2016.org


Arts and Culture WG

arts@fsm2016.org


Communications WG

communications@fsm2016.org


Mobilization WG

mobilisation@fsm2016.org

international@fsm2016.org


Financing WG

financement@fsm2016.org


ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE

mailto:mobilisation@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:international@fsm2016.org
mailto:mobilisation@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:international@fsm2016.org
mailto:services@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:programmation@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:accueil@fsm2016.org
mailto:financement@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:services@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:communications@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:financement@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:arts@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:programmation@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:communications@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:accueil@fsm2016.org
mailto:logistique@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:arts@fsm2016.org?subject=
mailto:logistique@fsm2016.org?subject=
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• AAMI – Alliance des arts médiatiques indépendants

• ACES Chile – Asamblea Coordinadora de Estudiantes Secundarios

• ADDS-QM – Association pour la défense des droits sociaux Québec métropolitain  

• ADIFE – Action pour le développement intégral de la Femme  

• AECS – Association étudiante du Cégep de Sherbrooke

• AéESG UQAM – Association étudiante de l’École des sciences de la gestion de l’UQAM  

• AEESPUM – Association Étudiante de l’École de Santé Publique de l’Université de Montréal  

• AÉTÉLUQ – Association étudiante de la TÉLUQ  

• AFRICA – Axe Formel Résultant sur une Immigration Consensuelle et Admissible   

• AGE UQTR – Association Générale des Étudiant(e)s de l’Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières

• AISES- Association internationale pour le Soutien aux Économie Sociétales

• AJPED – Association de jeunesse pour la protection de l’environnement et le développement

• Allez Hop! Voyages  

• AMARC – Association Mondiale des Radiodiffuseurs communautaires  

• AMETAC – Association pour le métissage artistique et culturel

• Antennes de paix  

• AQOCI – Association québécoise des organismes de coopération internationale

• Asociación Departamental de Productores de Trigo  

• Association Ateliers d’art photographique

• Association des groupes d’éducation populaire autonome Centre du Québec  

• Association des personnes handicapées visuelles – Région 02   

• ATSA – Action terroriste socialement acceptable

• ATTAM – Association des Travailleurs et Travailleuses Accidentés du Matawin  

• CADTM – Comité pour l’annulation de la dette du Tiers Monde – Lubumbashi (RD Congo)

• CALACS À Tire-d’Aile

• CAPMO – Carrefour d’Animation et de Participation à un Monde Ouvert  (Québec)   

• Carrefour familial Hochelaga  

• CDC de Rosemont   

• CDEC Rosemont – Petite Patrie   

• CDHAL – Comité pour les droits humains en Amérique latine

• CEIM – Centre études internationales et mondialisation – UQAM

• Centre communautaire Bon-Courage de Place-Benoît   

• Centre de femmes de Pointe-Saint-Charles – Madame prend congé   

• Centre des femmes de Verdun  

• Centre Internationaliste Ryerson Fondation Aubin

• CEPROSOC – Centre pour la promotion sociale et communautaire, Kinshasa (RD Congo)   

• CERB – Centre d’études et de recherches sur le Brésil – UQAM   

• CETECQ – Centre de théologie et d’éthique contextuelles québécoises  

• Chaire MCD – Chaire de recherche du Canada en Mondialisation, Citoyenneté et Démocratie UQAM

• Chantier de l’économie sociale   

• CKUT campus-community (radio station based at McGill University)

• Colectivo Octubre Rojo  

• Collectif des mouvements sociaux québécois amis de la CELAC y de ALBA-TCP   

• Comité Benkadi de Sanankoroba

• Comité de solidarité Trois-Rivières  

• Comité logement Rosemont

• Communauté de base des chemins
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• Communautique   

• COMSEP – Centre d’organisation mauricien de services et d’éducation populaire   

• CONAMAQ – Consejo Nacional de Ayllus y Markas del Qullasuyu  

• Concertation en développement social de Verdun

• Conseil des Montréalaises

• Conseil jeunesse de Montréal   

• Conseil québécois LGBT   

• Coopérative Chin Up   

• Coopérative de solidarité Le cabaret du Mile-end  

• Corporation de développement communautaire de Laval (Forum social régional de Laval)   

• CPRF – Carrefour de participation, ressourcement et formation

• CRADI – Comité régional des associations pour la déficience intellectuelle  

• CREDIL – Comité régional d’éducation pour le développement international de Lanaudière  

• CSN–Construction  

• Culture Lanaudière   

• DAM – Diversité Artistique Montréal   

• de Montréal  

• Desarrollo-La réadaptation pour le développement

• DMcGill Department of Art History and Communication Studies

• Droits Travailleuse-rs Migrants – Montréal   

• E-180  

• Écomaris – École environnementale en mer

• Éditions Écosociété  

• Egyptian Canadian council for democracy  

• Équiterre  

• Escuelas Libres Zona Sur  

• Espace Humain  

• EURÊKO !  

• FECQ – Fédération étudiante collégiale du Québec  

• Federación Nacional de Trabajadores de la Educación SUTE Chili  

• Femmes Autochtones du Québec  

• Fondation Monique Fitz-Back

• Fondation TOGO Vie développement Durable-FONTOVI2D

• Forum jeunesse de l’Île-de-Montréal

• Forum Social du Katanga – RD Congo

• FSSS-CSN – Fédération de la santé et des services sociaux  

• GAPHRSM – Groupement des associations de personnes handicapées de la Rive-Sud

• Groupe d’entraide international Spirale

• Humanité Unie  

• ICIÉLA  

• Idle No More – Québec  

• IÉCM - L’Institut d’études canadiennes de McGill

• IFMSA-Québec – division internationale et communautaire de la Fédération médicale étudiante du Québec 

(FMEQ)  

• IGSF - Institut Genre, sexualité et féminisme - l’université McGill

• IHSP - McGill Institute for Health and Social Policy

• INM – Institut du Nouveau Monde  

• Institute for the Study of International Development (ISID) at McGill University
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• InterOccupy

• IPLAI - McGill Institute for the Public Life of Arts and Ideas

• Jeunesse Club Afrique Togo

• JUSTE – Justice transnationales extractives

• Juventud Rebelde Chile  

• Katimavik  

• Koumbit

• L’autre Parole, la collective des femmes féministes et chrétiennes  

• L’Entraide missionnaire

• L’Entraide Pont-Viau et Laval-des-Rapides  

• L’Oeil de poisson  

• La Maisonnée  

• La Manne  

• Le Réseau pour la justice fiscale

• Les 7 du Québec

• Librairie Paulines  

• MADH - Maison alternative de développement humain

• Maison de la Famille Louis-Hébert  

• Marcel Desautels Institute for Integrated Management at McGill University

• McGill Department of English in the Faculty of Arts

• McGill’s First Peoples’ House

• Média@McGilll

• Metacollab Montreal

• MOOS - McGill Office of Sustainability

• Mouvement d’éducation populaire et d’action communautaire Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean-Chibougamau et 

Chapais  

• Mouvement des Artisans du Changement  

• Naj Réseau de Jeunes

• No Vox Togo / Forum Social du Togo  

• ODAYA, organisme de femmes autochtones  

• OXFAM-Québec et Observatoire Jeunesse Oxfam-Québec (OJOQ)  

• PEYO – Organisation des jeunes de Parc Extension  

• PGSS - McGill Post Graduate Students’ Society

• Plataforma Nexos  

• RAAV – Regroupement des artistes en arts visuels du Québec

• RÉPAC – Regroupement d’éducation populaire en action communautaire des régions de Québec et de 

Chaudière-Appalaches  

• Réseau des femmes en environnement  

• Réseau québécois d’action pour la santé des femmes  

• ROJeP - Réseau Œcuménique Justice et Paix

• Rototom Sunsplash

• RQ-ACA – Réseau québécois de l’action communautaire autonome  

• RQIIAC – Regroupement québécois des organisatrice et organisateurs en action communautaire en CSSS  

• SCCUQ – Syndicat des chargées et chargés de cours de l’UQAM  

• Secrétariat du Forum social régional Saguenay Lac-St-Jean  

• SEDE - McGill Social Equity and Diversity Education Office

• SEUQAM – Syndicat des employées et employés de l’UQAM  

• Solidarité Lanaudière (Forum social régional lanaudois)  
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• Solidarité Nord-Sud des Bois-Francs – Victoriaville  

• SOMOS SUR  

• SSMU - The Students Society of McGill University

• Syndicat de la fonction publique et parapublique du Québec  

• Syndicat des Cols bleus regroupés de Montréal, SCFP section locale 301

• Syndicat des enseignantes et enseignants du collège Shawinigan  

• Syndicat du personnel enseignant du Cégep de Sherbrooke – CSN  

• Table de concertation sur la faim et le développement social du Montréal métropolitain  

• Table de quartier l’EnGrEnAgE de Saint-Roch  

• Tourisme Montréal  

• Uni-Alter

• UQAM – Université du Québec à Montréal  

• USODEV ONG

• Vivre St-Michel en santé  

• Yiriwa Bulonba/CERFADEL  

• YMCA du Québec	  	  	  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Henri-Charles Baudot, social worker and field experience training. He worked for over 30 years with 
young people in rehabilitation, reeducation training and in municipal, provincial, and federal 
intervention programs. For fifteen years, he invested in collective and intercultural social forum 
spaces at the local and international level. He participated in the Quebec Social Forum (QSF) 2007 
and was co-coordinator of the programming committee of the QSF 2009. He participated in several 
social forums (Social Forum of the Americas 2004 and 2008, WSF 2006), as well as in the Rio+20 
Peoples Summit (2012). Sensitive to issues of poverty, social inequality, social housing, and the right 
to health and to the environment, he also uses photography, painting, and drawing for the purpose of 
social awareness.  
Raphaël Canet, sociologist and professor at the University of Ottawa International School of 
Development and Globalization. He has a doctorate of social sciences from the Sorbonne and a PhD 
in Sociology from UQAM. He has participated in the WSF since 2004 and has contributed to the 
organization of two QSFs (2007 and 2009). Founding member of the UNIAlter Collective, since 2005 
he has coordinated Quebec collectives in the WSF. He is an associated researcher at the Montreal 
International Institute of Study (UQAM) and at the Réseau d’études des dynamiques transnationales 
et de l’action collective (REDTAC) at the University of Montreal. He has recently published Anti-
Globalism: Social Forums, Resistance, and New Political Culture (Montreal, Écosociété, 2010), as 
well as Pass from Reflection to Action: The Big Issues of Cooperation and International Solidarity 
(Montreal, M. Éditeur, 2013). He also teaches sociology at the CEGEP of Vieux-Montréal. 
Samuel Champagne, beneficiary employee in CHSLD. He studies international relations at the 
University of Montreal and is an activist in the Occupy Montreal network. With an open-minded spirit, 
he likes to understand the choices of others and adores all that is innovative and allows the 
flourishing of others. A world social forum will allow the exchange of diverse civil societies in the 
world, face-to-face, which is not always as effective on social media. Montreal is a city that has the 
necessary vitality to provide for a positive experience to those who come join us from abroad and will 
also offer a unique opportunity to Northern civil societies to understand the issues that are specific to 
the South, because it is imperative that we work together to find solutions integrated to the common 
challenges of humanity. 
Thérèse Guay, analyst of administrative conduct. After volunteering during the 90s, she became 
interested in the anti-globalization movement and became actively engaged with it in 2006, as an 
accountant for the first Quebec Social Forum (QSF). In 2009, she was co-coordinator of the QSF 
programming committee, and she has since participated in several international forums. At the return 
of the Social Forum of the Americas in 2008 (Guatemala), she participated in the Extractive 
Transnational Justice Foundation (JUSTE) to raise awareness about the violation of human rights 
committed by the Canadian mining industry. She was a member of the coordinating committee of the 
first audience of the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal on the Canadian mining industry, held in Montreal 
in late May 2014. She is a qualified Professional Accountant (comptable professional agréé - CPA). 
Since 2003 she was delegated as a representative of the Quebec Government Union of 
Professionals, where she was also part of the international relations committee. 
Pierre Lemay, coordinator of clinical-administrative information analysis services at the CSSS of 
Ouest-de-l’Ile. Treasurer then president of the Board of Directors of the Association of Handicapped 
People of Drummond from 2003 to 2009, he also presided on the Drafting Committee of the 
Universal Accessibility Policy of the City of Drummondville, a policy which was adopted in 2006. His 
involvement earned him the Quebec Volunteer Tribute prize granted by the Quebec Government 
Minister of Employment and Social Solidarity (2008). He assumed the coordination of the Logistics 
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Committee of the Quebec Social Forum in 2009. He is a founding member of the Extractive 
Transnational Justice Foundation and treasurer of the Committee for Human Rights in Latin America 
since 2012. He holds a baccalaureate in Economics and Politics from the University of Sherbrooke, 
as well as a Masters in Public Administration from the National School of Public Administration, and a 
diploma in continuous business improvement and performance from the University of Laval. 
Louis-Philippe Lizotte, project manager at the New World Institute, responsible for the Schools of 
Citizen Participation. He has cumulated 10 years of experience in event organization, four of which 
were major international conferences (LGBT Human Rights Conferences – 2006; Aging and Design 
Conference – 2008; World Assemblies of CIVICUS – 2011 and 2012) as well as the coordination of 
the second Quebec Social Forum (2009). He has worked within the Spiral International Group of 
Mutual Aid (2006-2014) as vice-president and president for eight years. He is an active member of 
the Citizen Participation Committee in his neighbourhood. Holder of a baccalaureate in International 
Studies from the University of Montreal and a Masters in project management from the University of 
Quebec in Montreal, he is also a certified “Project Management Professional (PMP)” by the Project 
Management Institute. 
Carminda Mac Lorin, singer-songwriter-performer and doctoral student in Applied Human Sciences. 
Born in Peru, she lived her first eighteen years in Latin America before settling in Quebec in 2000. 
She founded and orchestrated the 9 editions of Solidarythmé (2002-2009) and participated in the 
organization of two Quebec Social Forums (2007 and 2009). She was involved in the organization of 
the Week of Actions Against Racism in Montreal for 5 years. In 2011, she joined the Occupy 
movement in Montreal by using her public relations and media skills. She has been actively involved 
in the organization of the WSF 2016 since May 2013 and has participated in numerous international 
meetings (Brazil, Morocco, Tunisia, Taiwan). Her social involvements have granted her numerous 
awards, such as the Lieutenant-Governor Medal and the Future Forces prize, of which she is today a 
judge. 
Ana Pranjic, Youth Coordinator for the Francophone Youth Council of British Columbia. She holds a 
double baccalaureate specialized in international development and psychology from McGill 
University. She has received several scholarships (McBurney Fellowship, SFD-AUCC de l’ACDI 
Scholarship, National Millennium Scholarship of Excellence and the YMCA Peace Medal). She has 
worked two years in Peru as director of female empowerment projects within agricultural 
communities in the Peruvian Amazons. It was also in Peru that she led her research on the effects of 
political conflicts and wars on the mental health of affected populations. She has proudly carried the 
Scout scarf since the age of nine. She was awarded the Aurèle and Suzanne Daoust Scholarship 
and Scouts of the World brevet for her inside involvement in the international Scout movement. She 
is also involved with the Canada and Peru International Amnesty. 
Alexandre Warnet, founder and general coordinator of United Humanity. His professional journey 
brought him to work within the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights office as well as 
the Geneva International Center for Humanitarian Demining. He has worked as project leader at the 
New World Institute. He is co-author of the text We Are Democracy and is a member of the 100 
Group, composed of 100 Quebec ambassadors of citizen participation. He also works as a 
consultant in citizen participation and organization. Alexandre Warnet is holder of a Masters in 
International Affairs from the International Institute of Higher Studies and in development from 
Geneva (Swiss), a Baccalaureate in Communications, politics, and society and a Certificate in 
History from the University of Quebec in Montreal.
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